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What is GIS? 
A Short Personal Story
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What is Spatial Computing, and 
Spatiotemporal Computing?
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http://cisc.gmu.edu/










Phoenix Dust Storm a "100-Year Event“, 2011, July 5th
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We can : 
Setup simulation through web interface, & 
See results in real scientific means on demand
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Dust Storm eScience Infrastructure
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Put us in the Global Context
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An Academic Geospatial Cloud Environment: 
Physical Infrastructure and Network Configuration
InfiniBand (2x12x20Gbps)
Ethernet (1Gbps) Ethernet (1Gbps)
84 84 84 84 84 84
IBM dx360
Intel Xeon CPU 
X5660 @2.8Ghz x 24
24GB RAM 
Total: 504 servers
GMU Network & 
Internet
Gateway Server
InfiniBand (20Gbps) x 2 InfiniBand (20Gbps ) x 2
InfiniBand Switches InfiniBand Switches 
OS:
Ubuntu 14.04 x 252
CentOS 6.6 x 252
10Gbps1Gbps
Gateway Server
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GeoCloud: A national big data cloud
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Leveraging Global Computing 
Resources
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Building and Utilizing Spatiotemporal 
Knowledge Base?
Smart Data Discovery 
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Architecture
• All of these (except for 
training) can be 
finished within 2 
seconds
• None of the open 
source mainstream 
ML library provide any 
ranking algorithm
• Implemented it by 
ourselves with the aid 
of Spark MLlib
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Smart Discovery of Big Geospatial Data
http://mudrod.jpl.nasa.gov/
Ranking & Recommendation 
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NDCG (K) for five different ranking 
methods at varying K (1-40)
Jiang, Y., Y. Li, C. 
Yang, K. Liu, E. M. 
Armstrong, T. 
Huang, D. Moroni 








Journal of Digital 
Earth (in press)
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Quantitative Evaluation for Recommending Content
Hybrid similarity 
outperform other 
similarities since it 
integrates metadata 
attributes and user 
preference.
Y. Li, Jiang, Y., C. Yang, K. Liu, E. M. Armstrong, T. Huang, D. Moroni & L. J. McGibbney (2017) A Geospatial Data 
Recommender System based on Metadata and User Behaviour (in review with IJGIS)
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Is it a hot research topic? 
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A Big Data Platform Prototype 
Yang, C., Yu, M., Hu, F., Jiang, Y. and Li, Y., 2017. Utilizing Cloud Computing to address big geospatial data challenges. 
Computers, Environment and Urban Systems, 61, pp.120-128.
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1998 June 1998 July
2010 May 2010 June2010 China floods
The total damages from the floods 
were roughly 55 billion dollars 
1998 Yangtze River floods
The floods resulted in 3,704 dead, 
15 million homeless
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Mining flooding information 
continuously to save lives
Donglian Sun





From Dan Duffy, NCCS Vision: provide smooth big 
climate data analytics for 
NCCS/IPCC 




























Automatically learn and detect disaster 
events from observations
• LANCE Rapid Response 
MODIS images
• Images of extreme 
weather events are 
downloaded
• Each class contains about 
100 images
Dust Fire Hurricane Plume
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Is it cool to do research in GIS?

































Radar and Space Detection 
Trajectory Analysis
NEO Characterization NEO Impact Modeling 




Mission Design and 
Assessment & Risk Analysis
Design Reference 
Asteroids

























Could I find a job? 
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How to connect with the communities?
Training
• Research Experience for Undergraduate (4-6 each year) 
• Series of Training Program on State Geographic Monitoring Technology: 
Objective: provide training to Chinese executives and engineers from NASG and 
provisional bureaus on state geographic monitoring technology and the trend of 
geospatial studies in the U.S.





• Symposiums on Spatiotemporal Thinking, Computing 
and Applications
• Five years in AAG CA
• 20 paper and panel sessions organized on average each year
• ~800 audience in the room each year 
• Total ~ 4000 person times
Outreach Activities
• International symposium on spatiotemporal computing
• 74 paper submissions and 34 was accepted 
• IJGIS accepted 6 papers
• Conference proceedings: 
• 81 attendees, 5 keynotes, 53 oral presentations, and 2 panels.
• Videos of the keynotes and panels are now available 
at http://stcenter.net/issc/photos_videos
• This symposium is planned every two years
What do we want to achieve? 
I/UCRC for Spatiotemporal Thinking, Computing, 
and Application is Formed by
• UCSB Center for Spatial Studies (as a continuation of NCGIA) 
leads GIScience innovation 
-> Spatiotemporal Thinking
• GMU Center for Intelligent Spatial Computing leads 
computational research for geospatial issues
-> Spatiotemporal Computing
• Harvard Center for Geographic Analyses supports 





• Spatiotemporal thinking -> Human intelligence 
• Spatiotemporal computing -> Computer software and tools 
• Spatiotemporal applications -> Human capability of 
responding to deep scientific questions and grand engineering 
challenges
Collaboratively, make a difference by building the spatiotemporal 
infrastructure.
• Innovative Research–Academia
• Products and Services–Industry
• Operations–Agencies 
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